EXAMINATIONS
RESULTS 2019

Chief Examiner’s Report 2019
Once again in 2019 there was a welcome increase in the uptake of the examinations. In keeping with BHI policy,
this booklet is produced to provide general feedback on the results of Units taken during this year’s examinations.
The BHI does not give any individual feedback. Well done to everyone who took some examinations this year
whether you passed or not, it is always a daunting task that deserves recognition.

D1 Theory of Clock and Watch Servicing.
The average mark of 44.1% was somewhat lower than the overall average from previous years of 48.6%. However
I am pleased to say that two candidates achieved a pass with merit this year.
Q1 Clocks and Clock Servicing
Gear train calculations were not well understood by many candidates. In calculating the number of beats per hour,
from a basic train count omitting the factor of two from the formula and or including the centre pinion were
frequent errors. Some used a step-by-step method to find, after several steps, the time taken for the escape wheel to
advance by half a tooth space. Some correctly converted this fraction of a second into beats per hour. Most answers
arrived at this way were inaccurate. Candidates were then asked for suitable tooth numbers to give a 42:1 ratio
between barrel and centre arbor. Many correct combinations were seen, but in finding the number of turns of
winding for one week's running several allowed for 8 days running.
Q2 Watches and Watch Servicing
Part one concerned the keyless work of a quartz watch with rapid date correction. A partly labelled diagram was
provided to assist the candidate, this was taken straight from the Distance Learning Course. Despite this many
seemed unfamiliar with the mechanism and used unorthodox names for the parts not labelled. Few were able to
describe the interaction of the components in the date setting position in a clear and correct manner, but the
operation in the hand setting position was better understood. Part two required diagrams to show a typical watch
train with a small seconds hand and one with a centre seconds hand. The diagrams showed most candidates were
familiar with the layouts of these trains and this part of the question was well answered.
Q3 Escapements
Parts one and two required a description of the going action and safety action of the Swiss lever escapement.
Descriptions, including all relevant details, presented in a clear and logical manner were seldom seen. Many were
unaware of the difference between the flank of the notch and the horn, or the two stages of impulse, or the common
impulse plane, or the difference between virtual lock and total lock. With only a few exceptions, candidates had
only a superficial knowledge of the action, without the required depth of understanding.
Part three concerned the Recoil Escapement, asking for explanations of the terms drop, recoil, impulse angle and
supplementary arc. The first two were well answered and the second two less so.
Q4 Workshop Technology
Four questions were asked in this section covering a varied range of knowledge and skills; the advantages and
disadvantages of ammoniated and non-ammoniated, aqueous and non-aqueous cleaning fluids, diagrams of timing
traces expected from a lever escapement with various faults, a description of a procedure for flush-riveting a pillar
to a plate, and a description of a procedure for applying a grained finish where polishing is not appropriate. This
proved to be the best answered question on the paper, with many answering all sections well. Candidates were
often able to recover the shortfall of marks lost in the earlier questions.
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Short Answers
This section is always a useful source of marks with an average of 13.2 out of 20 on this occasion, equivalent to
66%, well above the average mark for the paper as a whole. Few candidates were able to give CZ120 as a suitable
grade of brass for clock wheels and plates, but this was the only answer to be generally unknown.

D2 Constructing Clock Components.
Candidates were required to make a carriage clock jumper, collet and post assembly, to demonstrate a range of
basic practical skills including filing and turning brass and steel, riveting, cutting a thread, blueing and polishing.
Three candidates achieved a pass with merit and a significant number of passes. There was evidence of a lack of
sufficient turning skills to complete the post, with several failed attempts being submitted.
Accuracy
Most candidates achieved a good or adequate level of dimensional accuracy with most measured dimensions
within, or just outside the specified tolerance. Side and end shake of the collet on the post was often poor, with
many being a loose fit. The jumper boss profile was often not properly circular, suggesting a failure to use filing
buttons during this process.
Workmanship
Sharpness of edges was very good this year but inside corners were seldom sharp. Threads were often torn or rough
in appearance, as though the die was not sharp enough, possibly due to the use of tool steel dies rather than HSS or
the lack of a cutting lubricant. The undercut at the base of the thread, clearly shown on the drawing, was often
omitted. Flush riveting was often poor with countersinks not filled or the surface not being flush. Some examples
were short of the surface with obvious use of Loctite. The post and collet were mostly well turned, except for the
upper face of the base of the post. This was often not properly flat and lacked a sharp corner with the post. Taper
pin ends were seldom well rounded, most pin holes were accurately cross drilled, being central and perpendicular.
Finish
There were some good examples of good quality finishing on the jumper faces and edges. There were however,
several examples of poor finishing on the collet. Collet edges often lacked sharpness having become rounded
during polishing. No one achieved a good polish the inside on the 2 mm bore, as specified on the drawing.
Although the faces and edges of the jumper were generally good, the inside corners were not with file marks not
being polished out. The upper surface of the base of the post was often unfinished and still ringed with turning
marks.
Bluing was much better this year with a more uniform colour on the post.

D3 Servicing and Correcting Faults in a Single Train Clock.
Candidates were provided with a carriage clock with introduced faults. Not all candidates completed the service in
the allotted time. Two of the clocks were serviced to a very high standard and gained Pass with Merit.
As in previous years, the marking consisted of an initial Critical Section, which considers essential points such as
the accuracy of time keeping, correcting the introduced faults and correct lubrication to ensure the servicing meets
a minimum standard. Also included are hand alignment, tightness of screws, friction for hand setting and the safe
action of click and spring.
In the Critical Section only a few people passed on amplitude, beat, and rate. A loss of 22 seconds per day and a
gain of 45 seconds per day were recorded together with two beat errors greater than 2 milliseconds and amplitude
that was below 220°, this is a common problem that is often ignored by candidates.
Several people failed on the tightness of screws, with most of the screws not tight enough. In all cases friction for
hand-setting was correct and the ratchet action was safe. Hand alignment is one area that often causes problems,
this year almost all the hands aligned correctly at 12 o'clock which was nice to see.
Several candidates missed at least two oiling points and one as many as six. Most candidates missed the centre
arbor pivots. This is the large diameter pivot, extended and squared to accept a small key for hand adjustment. The
other end being seated in the hour wheel. It is, never-the-less, a pivot and requires oiling like all the other pivots.
This common fault occurs every year despite the continual reference to it in my report. This is not just one point
lost as it is part of the critical section that is worth 35 points overall.

Two of the faults that had been introduced: a worn pivot hole, needing bushing and the mainspring end hooking
being torn. Apart from those who passed, the repairs were of a poor standard. One had too much side shake in the
bush and in another the bush was not perpendicular to the plate. Not all candidates identified and bushed the worn
hole. Not all of the new mainspring eyes were central or were too wide, or were too close to the spring end. There
was evidence of a mainspring eye that was formed with sharp corners which were already showing signs of tearing
again.
The platform escapements were generally well serviced by candidates. However not all platforms had enough oil
on the balance staff and the escape arbor pivots. There was in some cases evidence of oil on the pallet staff pivots,
notch and impulse jewel, which are not normally oiled, and oil on the top surface of the escape wheel.
The balance spring flatness was good this year with almost all being perfectly flat. All were central, but some had
the spring resting on one or other of the regulator boot or pin when at rest.

D4 Servicing and Correcting Faults in a Quartz Watch.
The candidates are provided with a quartz watch and allowed six hours to correct faults and service the watch
New cases, dial, hands and ETA 955.412 movements were used this year, four faults were introduced into each
watch including a broken stem.
This assessment included a number of important points in the critical section to determine whether candidates can
complete a routine service to the quality a customer would expect. The technical assessment considers in greater
detail how well some of the more technical aspects have been completed.
Critical Section
Most watches were working at the critical marking stage, they were on time and passed the water resistance leak
test.
The number of candidates who were proficient in all the criteria in the critical section was disappointing.
Many students did not fit the stem and crown correctly, being either too long or too short, often resulting in
incorrect operation.
As last year, many students did not return the dial fixings to the correct position, causing obstruction of the case
ring. Hand fitting also needed some practice in many cases. Most watch cases were undamaged.
Identification and correction of faults
Most faults were identified and corrected and candidates managed to fit the correct battery as per the provided
technical specification sheets. Several candidates missed the introduced fingerprint on the inside of the glass. This
was clearly visible so having sealed the watch case I can only assume the candidates did not have enough time to
correct it. Don’t be fooled the examiners will not miss this one!
Cleanliness
Cleanliness was good in most cases with only a few fingerprints being left on the plates.
Lubrication
Many movements were over oiled, especially the winding and motion work. I know it’s a fine line when oiling
watches but it is something you have to learn. I have tried adding photographs and pointing candidates towards the
DLC, but the best way is to ask a mentor or a professional watch repairer to assess your oiling. I know that if you
dip the tip of your oiler into an oil pot you will get different results dependant on the size and condition of the oiler,
the amount of oil in the pot or even how far you dip it in. This takes practice and is something that you need to
learn.

D5 Constructing Clock and Watch Components.
The candidates were required to make a carriage clock size assembly of cock, plate and squared arbor, designed to
ensure that candidates can demonstrate a broad range of practical skills. These included filing and turning brass and
steel to ensure correct working fits and achieving a high standard of finish whilst maintaining required dimensions
within tolerance. Where not specified the components must be finished in accordance with good practice. Most
candidates achieved the pass level with two achieving Pass with Merit.

Accuracy
All candidates achieved a good or acceptable level of dimensional accuracy with most measured dimensions
within, or just outside the specified tolerance. Side and end shake on the arbor is included in this section. Several
achieved full marks for both. Side shake is judged by how much the arbor can be tilted and depends largely on the
workmanship in forming the pivot. Allowance must be made for the reduction in diameter when polishing out the
turning marks. Also a pivot that is tapered or barrelled will tilt more than a parallel one with the same actual
clearance and consequently fail the test for correct side shake. A stated requirement was for the jewel hole to be
level with the top surface of the plate but it can be adjusted to correct end shake. Several that lost marks for
excessive end shake had jewels below the surface. If fitted level with the surface, as shown on the drawing, these
candidates would have improved their marks.
Workmanship
Lifting slots, unless machined on a miller, were not of good quality, as in previous years. Screws were mainly well
polished and blued with central slots, but thread quality varied almost certainly due to the quality of the die –
carbon steel or HSS. The arbor square was well executed, as was the 45° chamfer round the top of the cock.
Historically this was so often of poor quality, but not this year. The large recess in the underside of the plate below
the jewel hole was seldom made to the profile shown on the drawing. It was also disappointing that three
candidates failed to ensure that the jewel hole was directly below the pivot hole in the cock, this resulted in the
arbor being tilted and not vertical.
Finish
Many of the arbors were well finished with sharp corners to the square and a good polish all round. The cock has a
number of surfaces that are awkward to polish, most scored half marks or better with two particularly good
examples. The graining of the underside of the plate was generally well done but some were spoiled by underlying
scratches. Perhaps some candidates may think the graining will hide the scratches but there is a need to remove
them prior to graining.

D6 Drawing Clock / Watch Escapements.
All candidates submit a coursework drawing, common to both Clock and Watch pathways, they will then sit a three
hour examination, which may differ for each pathway.
The coursework required a constructional drawing of the roller and lever assembly of a Swiss lever escapement,
showing constructional details for the notch, horns, and passing crescent. The examination papers required front
and side views of a longcase recoil escapement together with a side elevation including the plates, arbors, back
cock and crutch, or a plan and elevation of the escape pinion, wheel and pallets of a Swiss lever escapement. All
candidates used CAD for both drawings this year so no manual drawings were submitted. Most of the candidates
passed, with several achieving a pass with merit.
General
All candidates were able to print their drawings to the correct scale this year, this is an improvement on previous
years and absolutely critical as so many marks can be lost when not drawn to scale. Two different CAD packages
were used, Turbocad and Solidworks. In general, those using Solidworks had more difficulty applying the required
conventions correctly which caused a loss of marks.
Layout and conventions
Drawings were generally well laid out and suitably spaced, but for the coursework drawing most used landscape
format where portrait would have been better.
The conventions require some types of line to be thick and others thin. Line styles and weights were mainly correct,
but on some drawings all lines were thick, whilst on others thin lines that should have been continuous were printed
as dotted.
Screws featured only in the clock drawing and the correct convention was used by most candidates.
A sectional view was required only in the watch drawing. The associated conventions were not always known.
Only material cut through by the cutting plane is hatched, but some hatched the whole area. By convention, arbors
and pinions are not hatched, some candidates hatched them, some candidates hatched nothing at all.
A pinion featured in both clock and watch drawings. All candidates using Turbocad drew this using the standard
convention, All Solidworks candidates did not, preferring instead to draw all the individual teeth.

Geometrical Constructions
Most drawings were correctly constructed and dimensionally accurate. Good marks were scored here. Candidates
may refer to a booklet outlining the construction procedure, most candidates were able to follow the directions
correctly.

D7 The Practical Servicing of Clocks.
Each candidate was required to submit a Record of Repairs giving details of eight clock repairs. The records
submitted met the necessary requirements and all were awarded passes.

D8 The Recoil Escapement, Design and Construction.
The examination required candidates to design and make recoil pallets to work with an escape wheel provided by
the Institute. A time limit of eight hours was allocated for this task.
Accuracy of Action
All candidates achieved working Pallets, with all teeth able to escape cleanly which is an improvement on previous
years. One example had the escaping angle significantly larger than specified and very little recoil on the exit pallet
but correct on the entry pallet. Almost all pieces were as specified for escaping angle, drop and recoil on both sides,
scoring maximum marks on this section.
Accuracy of Construction
All candidates hardened their pallets but in all cases dimensions that do not affect the action; width and thickness of
pallet arm, diameter of boss, etc., were not as specified. Some design drawings showed minor errors in construction
and the shape of the finished pallets did not match the drawing particularly well. The modifications necessary to
allow them to work were clearly successful.
Workmanship and Finish
Finishing, as almost always, was not of a high standard with only one candidate achieving better than half marks.
Corners were generally slightly rounded and file marks were still evident in corners. No candidate achieved an
overall high quality finish. Priority seemed to have been given to the acting faces of the pallets which were better
finished in general than the remainder of the piece. Finishing work to this high standard takes time and practice.
Good marks can be gained in this section so candidates need to practice finishing to a high standard, if you practice
enough before the examination you will have collected all the suitable tools and materials and skills to achieve the
required finish. One last point to remember is that finishing will take you much longer than you think, so plan for
the additional time during the exam.

D9 Servicing and Correcting Faults in a Striking Clock.
The examination required candidates to service a French pendulum clock movement with striking work, make and
fit a new pendulum using the rod, bob, hook and suspension spring supplied. Additionally the candidates needed to
identify and correct a number of introduced faults.
The clocks submitted for assessment scored well in certain areas with only occasional loss of marks. Most marks
were lost due to many of the oiling points in the striking work not having being oiled.
Servicing
Apart from the missed striking work, oiling was otherwise of an excellent standard throughout. The action of the
rack striking work was all correct with the snail being properly positioned. The run to warning was correct with
safe locking.
Escapements were correctly set up and adjusted giving a good amplitude. The click work was all safe and positive
in action.
The tightness of screws is always an issue and whilst no screws were actually loose, some could (and should) have
been tighter than they were. It was noted by examiners that in one clock they would have liked to see more oil on
the mainsprings, but they were not seriously under oiled.

Make and fit a pendulum
The required pendulum length was correctly calculated in all cases and the pendulums made to the correct length.
The hook and bob were all well fitted, with a nicely cut thread for the rating nut. In was noted by the examiners that
the sides of the hook on one of the pendulums had been splayed out for no obvious reason.
Identifying and repairing introduced faults
Correcting the faults included the forming of a new mainspring eye, bushing a pivot hole, increasing the friction for
hand setting and making a replacement domed brass washer. All these requirements were carried out to a very good
standard by all candidates.

D10 The Practical Servicing of Complex Clocks.
Each candidate is required to submit a Record of Repairs giving details of ten clock repairs. The records submitted
met the necessary requirements and all were awarded passes.

D11 The Theory of Complex Clocks and their Repair, Restoration and Conservation.
The paper consisted of four questions worth 20 marks each covering the Cylinder escapement, Brocot escapement,
Temperature compensated pendulums, Rack striking, Strike/Silent work, Chronometer balances and the Double
three-legged gravity escapement.
An additional section of 20 short answer questions covered the remainder of the syllabus.
Candidates showed a sound knowledge and understanding of all three types of escapement, the rack striking and
compensated pendulums. The short answers also demonstrated an all-round knowledge of the remaining areas of
the syllabus, comfortable passes were achieved.

D12 The Deadbeat Escapement, Design and Construction.
There were no entries for this unit this year.

D13 The Practical Restoration and Conservation of Clocks.
The Portfolio requires candidates to submit a detailed account of the conservation or restoration of five clocks. The
work must include a range of advanced repair techniques and a range of replacement parts made by the candidate.
The report is to be written under the headings; Appraisal, Conservation/Restoration Process, Justification of the
Conservation/Restoration Approach and Research. This should be illustrated with suitable photographs and
diagrams.
The Clock Portfolio’s submitted for assessment gave thorough descriptions of the condition of the movements as
received and the effectiveness (or otherwise) of previous repairer work. All issues were dealt with in an organised
way and each clock's appraisal was thorough.
The restoration processes and manufactured parts were fully described and well illustrated with relevant and
appropriately captioned photographs together with very good design drawings.
The selected approach was always appropriate for the piece and well justified. Alternatives were discussed and
reasons given for why they were rejected.
Excellent research was carried out into the history of the clockmakers, where possible. Where little or no
information about the maker was available good research was done to determine appropriate designs and
manufacturing processes for the replacement components.

D14 The Practical Servicing of Quartz and Mechanical Watches.
Each candidate is required to submit a Record of Repairs giving details of ten watch repairs. The records submitted
met the necessary requirements and all were awarded passes.

D15 Servicing and Correcting Faults in a Manual Winding Watch.
Candidates are provided with a manual winding watch that has introduced faults with seven hours to identify these
faults and service the watch. New cases, dial, hands and movements were also used this year.

This assessment included a number of points in the critical section to determine whether the candidate can
complete a routine service of the quality a customer should expect. The technical assessment considers in greater
detail how well the watch has been serviced.
Critical Section
All but one of the watches were working at the time of the critical assessment.
Although the hands and dials were generally clean and parallel. Some watches had small particles of dust under the
glass.
Identification and correction of faults
The number of introduced faults that were identified and corrected was poor. As in previous years, most students
did not master, or understand the ETAchron system or understand the effects of curb pin error and isochronism,
timekeeping faults in various positions were evident with a reduced amplitude. Some watches had an overall loss
rate rather than a preferred positive rate. A considerable number of marks were lost in this area.
Cleanliness & Lubrication
Most watches were clean and oiled correctly.
Damage
Only one case showed any damage which was on the case back at the keyway, again rendering the watch unusable
for future exams.

D16 Servicing and Correcting Faults in an Automatic Watch
Candidates are provided with an automatic watch with introduced faults. The candidate has eight hours to identify
any faults and service the watch. New cases, dial, hands and movements were also used this year.
This assessment included a number of points in the critical section to determine whether the candidate can
complete a routine service to the quality a customer would expect. The technical assessment considers in greater
detail how well the watch has been serviced.
Critical Section
The critical section was generally very good, the only issue was due to screws not being tight enough.
Identification and correction of faults
Identification in this section was very good and time keeping was very much improved on last year.
Cleanliness & lubrication
In general cleanliness was good. It was evident in a number of cases that oiling of the escapement needs more
practice to contain oil to the acting faces.
Damage
Very little damage was reported in this section. Only one case of damage was found to a balance cock.

D17 The Practical Servicing of Complex Watches.
Each candidate is required to submit a Record of Repairs giving details of fifteen watch repairs. The records
submitted met the necessary requirements and all were awarded passes.

D18 The Theory of Complex Watches and their Repair, Restoration and Conservation.
This paper consisted of four questions worth 20 marks each covering the Cylinder escapement, Temperature, Curbpins, Centrifugal errors, Calendar work, Automatic work, Chronographs and the Chronometer balance. An
additional section of 20 short answer questions covered the remainder of the syllabus.
Of the candidates taking this unit, there was a good appreciation of escapement errors, especially temperature error.
The action of the cylinder escapement and calendar work were all understood by candidates.
Concerning automatic watches all candidates were fully conversant with the design and operation of slipping
mainsprings.

The action of reverser wheels in self-winding work was not so good.
Knowledge of the single push piece chronograph was poor with some confusion over the action of the pillar wheel
indexing mechanism. The action of the heart cams and fly-back lever was also not explained in full detail.
Correct descriptions of the chronometer balance were provided although one was rather brief, as this was the last
question it was possible that the candidate had run out of time. Everyone scored well on the short answer section
showing a good all-round knowledge of the syllabus. Well Done.

D19 The Practical Restoration and Conservation of Watches.
The Portfolio requires candidates to submit a detailed account of the conservation or restoration of each of five
watches. The work must include a range of advanced repair techniques and a range of replacement parts made by
the candidate. The report is to be written under the headings; Appraisal, Conservation/Restoration Process,
Justification of the Conservation/Restoration Approach and Research, this should be illustrated with suitable
photographs and diagrams.
Candidates did not format the portfolio in accordance with the guidelines and examiners had to ascertain what was
relevant to each heading from the general write-up.
Under the appraisal section, candidates gave only an overview of the general condition as received with little or no
mention of the quality of previous repairs if any.
The restoration processes and manufactured parts were well described and illustrated with relevant and
appropriately captioned photographs, all fully referenced in the text.
The selected approach was always appropriate for the piece but justification was often missing, as was discussion
of possible alternative approaches.
Basic research was carried out into the history of the watchmakers, and sources of information on appropriate
repair techniques were quoted.

D20 Servicing and Correcting Faults in a Chronograph.
Candidates are provided with a chronograph watch with introduced faults and sixteen hours to identify faults and
service the watch.
This assessment includes a number of points in the critical section to determine whether the candidate can complete
a routine service to the quality a customer should expect. The technical assessment considers in greater detail how
well the watch has been serviced.
This is the most difficult of the servicing units and can only be undertaken after successfully completing all the
other watch servicing units. These watches and movements were once again new for this year.
Critical Section
The critical section caused the loss of most marks in the assessments.
Identification and correction of faults
Timekeeping failed in all cases as the ETAchron was not set up correctly and the tolerance on this watch is higher.
Additionally the chronograph mechanisms were not well adjusted.
Hands were not well fitted or parallel to the dial and each other which caused a loss of marks.
Cleanliness & Lubrication
At this level cleanliness and lubrication should have been much better.
Damage
All cases and dials were undamaged this year. however, one student damaged a bridge when trying to remove a
broken screw thread. These things happen but you need to be able to deal with them without any damage. I make
no excuses for keeping the standards high, at this level you should be able to work to the very highest of standards
no matter what is presented. You will be the watch repairers of the future and this will be expected from you in
every case.

Appeals.
If you feel that there is an error in these results, you can appeal to us for a unit (or units) to be re-assessed. An
appeal, which must be received no later than 31 August, must clearly state the grounds upon which the appeal is
being lodged. The appeal request must also be accompanied by payment of the relevant fee (which can change
from year to year). In the event of a successful appeal, this fee is re-fundable.
The appeal process should not be entered into lightly. If you are thinking about an appeal on the grounds that you
only just failed a unit by a few marks, or indeed only just missed out on a ‘Pass with Merit’, you ought to
remember that your work will already have been additionally assessed by two experienced examiners and a
Senior Examiner.
The BHI Chief Examiner is responsible for administering the appeal process. He or she will arrange for the
candidate’s work to be re-assessed by two other members of the Examinations Board – that is to say, examiners
who were not responsible for the original assessment. Together these three individuals constitute an appeal panel.
The role of the appeal panel is to consider whether or not the outcome of the initial assessment was correct. When
the appeal panel has completed its deliberations, the Chief Examiner will notify you exactly how the panel
considered your appeal and its decision.
The BHI, having followed this appeal process, will have been deemed by EAL to have fulfilled its duty to the
candidate and no further appeals will be considered.

PRIZE WINNERS 2019
The Diploma in the Servicing and Repair of Clocks/Watches – best result
George Daniels Educational Trust

Adam Jackson

Diploma in Clock and Watch Servicing – best result
British Watch and Clock Makers Guild

Esme Collins

Unit Prizes
D1

Best Theory Paper, Clocks / Watches
Malcolm Barratt Prize

Morgan Pugh
Andrew Strangeway

D2

Best Technician Grade Practical Test Piece
The Beresford Hutchinson South London Branch Prize

Morgan Pugh

D3

Best Serviced Carriage Clock
Charles Dilley Memorial Prize

Esme Collins

D4

Best Serviced Quartz Watch
QP Magazine Prize

Simon Wheeler

D5

Best Practical Test Piece
BHI Prize

Tim Bankes

D6

Best Drawing, Clock/Watch Escapements
Malcolm Barratt Prize

Esme Collins

D8

Best Recoil Escapement
Iain Campbell Memorial Prize

Tim Bankes

D9

Best Serviced Striking Clock
The Barry Corbishley Prize

Adam Jackson

D11/18

Best Theory Paper Clocks/Watches – D18 Final Grade
BHI Prize

Olivier Chambert

D13/19

Best Portfolio, Clocks/Watches D13
BHI Prize

Brian Kerridge

D15

Best Serviced Manual Winding Watch
Arthur Tremayne Memorial Prize

Jack Elam

D16

Best Serviced Automatic Watch
BHI Prize

Kes Crockett

D20

Best Serviced Complicated Watch
BHI Prize

Christopher Roushias

BHI Diplomas awarded in 2019
Diploma in Clock & Watch Servicing – Level 3
Esme Collins

Clock

PwM

Andrew Strangeway

Clock

PwM

Morgan Pugh

Watch

PwM

Simon Wheeler

Watch

Pass

Olivier Chambert

Watch

Pass

Patrick Woodward

Watch

Pass

Christopher Roushias

Watch

Pass

Tiago Rentroi

Watch

Pass

Karl Prouse

Watch

Pass

Adam Jackson

Clock

PwM

Olivier Chambert

Watch

Pass

Diploma in Servicing and Repair – Level 4

The Unit Structure for each of the ‘Diploma’ Awards.
Diploma in Clock and Watch Servicing (Level 3)
Unit No.

Mandatory Units

D1

The Theory of Clock and Watch Servicing (Theory Examination)

D2

Constructing Clock Components (Practical Test Piece)

Clock Pathway
D3

Servicing and Correcting Faults in a Single Train Clock movement (Servicing Test)

Watch Pathway
D4

Servicing and Correcting Faults in a Quartz Watch (Servicing Test)

Diploma in the Servicing and Repair of Clocks/Watches (Level 4)
Unit No.

Mandatory Units:

D1

The Theory of Clock and Watch Servicing (Theory Examination)

D5

Constructing Clock and Watch Components (Practical Test Piece)

D6

Drawing Clock / Watch Escapements (Drawing Escapements Examination)

Clock Pathway
D3

Servicing and Correcting Faults in a Single Train Clock Movement (Servicing Test)

D7

The Practical Servicing of Clocks (Record of Repairs)

D8

The Recoil Escapement, Design and Construction (Servicing Test)

D9

Servicing and Correcting Faults in a Striking Clock Movement (Servicing Test)

D10

The Practical Servicing of Complex Clocks (Record of Repairs)

D11

The Theory of Complex Clocks & their Repair, Restoration & Conservation (Theory Exam)

Watch Pathway
D4

Servicing and Correcting Faults in a Quartz Watch (Servicing Test)

D14

The Practical Servicing of Quartz and Mechanical Watches (Record of Repairs)

D15

Servicing and Correcting Faults in a Manual Winding Watch Movement (Servicing Test)

D16

Servicing and Correcting Faults in an Automatic Watch (Servicing Test)

D17

The Practical Servicing of Complex Watches (Record of Repairs)

D18

The Theory of Complex Watches & their Repair, Restoration & Conservation (Theory Exam)

Diploma in the Repair, Restoration and Conservation of Clocks/Watches (Level 5)
Unit No.

Mandatory Units

D1

The Theory of Clock and Watch Servicing (Theory Examination)

D5

Constructing Clock and Watch Components (Practical Test Piece)

D6

Drawing Clock / Watch Escapements (Drawing Escapements Examination)

Clock Pathway
D7

The Practical Servicing of Clocks (Record of Repairs)

D8

The Recoil Escapement, Design and Construction (Servicing Test)

D9

Servicing and Correcting Faults in a Striking Clock Movement (Servicing Test)

D10

The Practical Servicing of Complex Clocks (Record of Repairs)

D11

The Theory of Complex Clocks & their Repair, Restoration & Conservation (Theory Exam)

D12

The Dead Beat Escapement, Design and Construction (Practical Test Piece)

D13

The Practical Restoration and Conservation of Clocks (Portfolio)

Watch Pathway
D14

The Practical Servicing of Quartz and Mechanical Watches (Record of Repairs)

D15

Servicing and Correcting Faults in a Manual Winding Watch Movement (Servicing Test)

D16

Servicing and Correcting Faults in an Automatic Watch (Servicing Test)

D17

The Practical Servicing of Complex Watches (Record of Repairs)

D18

The Theory of Complex Watches & their Repair, Restoration & Conservation (Theory Exam)

D19

The Practical Restoration and Conservation of Watches (Portfolio)

D20

Servicing and Correcting Faults in a Chronograph Movement (Servicing Test)
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